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Research on energy materials continues to generate ahuge amount of activity. The growth of the community
in China is enormous, in terms of the creation of research
facilities, endowing of major projects, and hiring of personnel,
often rather young scientific experts who obtain starting
grants after having spent a successful period of research in
other laboratories. Energy materials research also continues to
expand at a large rate of growth all over the world. Recently
we observed the appearance of a serious number of new
scientific journals across a variety of publishers that in many
cases become rapidly successful. This is because the supply of
papers on energy materials research appears to have no
physical limits. We are very conscious that many investigators
establish their choices of research strategy considering the
demand of the topics in terms of facility of publication,
impact, and funding. The attitudes and procedures of
scientific journals form an essential piece in the machinery
of the scientific system.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry has served the research
community as a means to present research results for more
than a century. The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters was
launched less than a decade ago, but it has rapidly been
established as a preferred place for communication of results
that are both significant and urgent in the context of the
current dominant research topics. JPCL has been hugely
successful in attracting the best papers broadly across the
physical chemistry field. We publish, as best as can be
predicted, the papers that provide remarkable new discov-
eries, deep insights, and influential theories or experiments;
work that resolves big questions; or results that will interest a
broad readership.
The physical chemistry of energy materials is a fascinating
area of research that adapts the principles and tools of
fundamental physics and chemistry for the best success in
obtaining the useful modification of light and substances
toward final practical applications. JPCL is highly focused on
the scientific understanding of energy materials, the
determination of how they can be made, and the knowledge
of how they operate functionally. We are interested in the
original exploration of materials for energy conversion,
storage, and lighting; in the insightful analysis of mechanisms
that convert photons to electrical or fuel energy; in
contributions that bring clarity and orientation to fields that
advance rapidly by observations that turn large data sets from
a variety of specific materials into real knowledge about their
synthesis and performance; and in robust scientific statement,
confirmation, and clarification of competing methodologies
and interpretations. Therefore, summarizing the recent
publications of energy materials research in our journal can
provide a broad view of where the recent research topics have
been headed and can give significant guidelines in the
conglomerate of many interesting topics and results.
The objective of this Editorial is to provide readers with an
ordered account of the recent publications of energy
materials in JPCL. The short-term impact of research is
probably not the final criteria of success and significance of
scientific activity. However, there is no doubt that recent
markers of scientific prestige and value are very much based
on the immediate impact of the research results over a period
of 2−3 years. When a representative set of papers is studied
from a general perspective it can provide a useful picture for
evaluating the progress of the field.
The procedure to highlight the papers has been to analyze
a collection of the 10% most cited papers in the years 2016
and 2017. A number of different topics appeared naturally,
providing a classification by consistent areas of activity. All of
these papers are displayed by topic in Table 1. The list gives
a useful account of the guiding trends and preferred problems
and approaches for energy materials research in the recent
past. In addition, the scientific contributions with highest
citation rate into each topic have been presented in the list of
the virtual issue.
Starting with papers on new materials for battery
applications, we find contributions in the recent trends in
the search for alternatives to the classical lithium intercalation
compounds: lithium−air, lithium−sulfur, and sodium−oxygen
batteries and a seminal exploration of hybrid perovskites for
accommodating lithium in the octahedral structure. Advanced
methods of analysis of battery operation include the in
operando monitoring of redox reactions by optical imaging
and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, the microscopic study of
the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), and the first-principles
design and prediction of materials.
Solar energy conversion continues the exploration of
semiconductor photoelectrodes and catalysts for water
splitting. CO2 reduction is a complex and demanding
reaction. Insights on reaction pathways are necessary to
prepare effective electrode materials and catalysts. Organic
solar cells had shown some signs of stagnation, but lately
increases of the efficiency do come up frequently. Impressive
efficiencies of the tandem solar cell have been reported, and
new mechanistic studies give a central role to materials other
than traditional fullerenes for the electron conductor. The
papers in this area address charge separation and recombi-
nation at the organic heterojunction and singlet−triplet
effects for photon management. The mesoporous quantum
dot sensitized solar cells also continue to improve by
interface designs that control the amount of charge
recombination.
The world of photovoltaic (PV) perovskites is advancing in
many directions. On one hand, the standard initial MA−Pb−
I composition showed enormous potential for PV application,
but it also presented some important drawbacks that have
turned out to be very difficult to solve. Therefore, there exist
a multitude of approaches in chemical and processing routes,
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and they need to be closely related with the resulting physical
properties. In this landscape of activity, new and challenging
problems, properties, methods, and hypotheses appear all the
time, which drive a very lively growth of the field. The recent
papers in JPCL that we show in Table 1 illustrate very well
the main lines of development.
On the part of the synthesis, composition, and structure,
there are different approaches that address the central goals:
to obtain compounds that are stable, less or non-toxic, and
powerful in PV operation. The main strategy for enhanced
stability is to remove the organic part using cesium instead.
The central way to reduce toxicity is to decrease Pb content
(which so far reduces considerably the PV performance).
Because the perovskite structure allows a wide number of
elements and compositions to be mixed and still shows the
right physical properties, one can do selective fractional
compositions in each place of the perovskite structure, for
example, to reduce Pb content by including some Sn instead.
Thus, combining different cations and anions forms a major
method toward high performance and stability. Nowadays it
is typical to combine three mixed cations and three mixed
anions to obtain the optimal performance. Obviously such
combinations open up many possibilities, which are studied
in terms of their bandgap and light absorption features, the
film morphology, and so on. Another route to obtain effective
materials is to investigate multicomponent compounds
inspired by the original MAPI perovskite formulation but
substantially away from it, such as Cs2InAgCl6 or
(CH3NH3)3Bi2I9. These new compounds may show rather
modest performance initially but could eventually offer new
avenues of materials research for robust energy conversion
devices. Many have the impression that perovskite solar cells
research revealed a new continent of PV-optoelectronic
materials with plenty of unexpected combinations that must
be found and mapped. Anything stable with a bandgap
between 1 and 3 eV could be useful for stand-alone solar
cells, tandem solar cells, light generation, UV detectors, or
large-voltage electrochemical applications.
Did not you expect perovskites to go nano? They did. On
one hand, the reduction of size to the typical quantum dot
scale has provided already outstanding results and new
properties in terms of long recombination lifetimes, very large
luminescent quantum yields, and rather interesting exciton
dynamics. In addition, the quantum dots are benign to be
assembled into films that are needed for PV and light-
emission devices. On the other hand, the homogeneous
perovskite can be turned into a layered one, into which
molecular organic sheets interrupt a few semiconductor
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layers, causing effective carrier confinement. These “two-
dimensional” materials display enhanced quantum yields,
improved stability, and protection against humidity, and they
offer desirable fundamental properties as the bottleneck for
hot carrier cooling.
From the point of view of effectiveness of the perovskite
solar cell, different aspects of full devices have been
addressed. The tandem solar cell is a preferred strategy,
normally combined with a highly efficient silicon layer. New
routes of preparation like coevaporation are addressed, and
the control of interfaces is always a central concern.
Moving toward the insight on microscopic and fundamen-
tal properties that cause the observed behavior, we find a
variety of important results that have been obtained by first-
principles calculation, very often in connection to exper-
imental results presented in the same paper. Thus, we find
analysis of the exploration of properties of new appealing
compounds, like the evolution of the bandgap and the
investigation of the pathways for carrier recombination in
terms of carrier density and dynamic properties, often related
to specific effects of the perovskite caused by the heavy atom
in the center of the octahedron.
Considering a more microscopic level, a number of
experimental investigations into fundamental properties
appear, such as the evolution of electronic structure, energy
levels, and the interactions of carriers with phonons;
structural relaxations; and their connection to phase
transitions. For decades it has been well-known that the
control of foreign atoms and defects in the structure is a
major factor for the success of good PV materials. In the
perovskite family, the often-used solution-processing methods
do not normally help to facilitate lattice purity. Therefore, the
presence and effects of defects are being intensively studied.
It is well-known that migration of vacancies is facile, with a
high impact on device performance. Additionally, the analysis
of the role of defects in nonradiative recombination brings
new and very important insights. The next block contains
studies on carrier transport and recombination, which have a
central impact at the device level, like surface and internal
nonradiative recombination and the correlations between
transport and recombination rates. It is followed by the topic
of the study of hot and excited carriers, the formation and
persistence of excitons, and their conversion and dynamics.
Based on the progress of fundamental insights, it is necessary
to establish the dominant factors of operation at the device
level. Here features prominently the hysteresis obtained when
looping current−voltage curves. The ionic/electronic trans-
port and its impact on surface recombination and capacitance
have provided useful insights. Finally, the application of high
pressure has been adopted as a popular method to compress
the lattice and observe the consequent modification of
photophysical properties.
Based on this summary of activities of the previous 2-year
period, we suggest that you follow the current developments
by periodically reading our page of most accessed Letters,
which reveals very well the interests of the community. You
can access the weekly updated site here: https://pubs.acs.
org/journal/jpclcd.
In addition, JPCL is permanently interested in promoting
scientific discussion of the main ongoing topics of research.
We have commissioned a series of Perspective collections
indicated in Table 2 that will bring a consistent set of short
and informative discussions and accounts on specific topics,
especially where the research seems to be crystallizing in new
directions. Some recently published Perspectives are shown in
Table 3.
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